
What if...

 €  

...we could Start a 

business with only

1000 € ...?

Open your own shop

in the largest (3D)
Virtual Mall !



We are lounching the

largest (3D) Virtual Mall
Offline/Online.

If you have what to sell and

1000 € contact us !

You don’t have to pay 

rent, not hire salespeople, 

you do not have stocs or other

costs or other monthly 

expenses.

     

Pay once, but for life... 
One payement and you own a
busness that works  online and 
also offline.

41 stores in all the country... 

In every district capital or
In every city in of the country, you 
can have .your own store

One or more products...
Regardless of the number of products
you want to market, .cost is the same

FREE Consulting 24/7...
, For more clients for a biger fiscal

 value and for   a biger profit.  
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SmarterBoard

SmarterChef

SERVICES

WallMall

ExpoMall

SmarterCard

SmarterBox
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The first and most commun solution 

used  is Wall-Mall, presented as

The Mall from the Wall.

 A print outdoor, a banner

or a sticker affixed to a wall in 

the  busiest areas in every city.

1.

Scan the QR code 

with the smart phone  

2.

Choose the needed 

quantity and send

the order 

3.

Receive the product

 at your house, 

directly at your door   
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3D Version, online and the newest is  Expo-Mall. Choose a space, 

and we will prepare it  in the shortest time. Expo-Mall brings in the confort

of your home millions of products at a click away.   
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Visual Identity

Vision
Why build it ?

Mission
The reason of this project

to exist !

Objectives
What will you measure ?

Strategy
What will make this 

project successfull in time ?

Activities
What you have to

do to achievethe objectives ?

A  touchscreen terminal, interactive, smart & slim controlled by a mini PC SmarterBox brand.

A  multimedia device that allows both access to information and the possibility of using it as

a shop or electronics telemedicine.

Whether we  speak about electronic recharge, money transfer, pay insurance, utilities or 

used for the presentation of products in various formats, or medical instrument, this 

product will  definitely improve services field of activity.  

-  100 terminals sold in 2015-2016

-  2000 terminals sold in the next 5 years

-  10 dedicated software applications

-  300 own terminals installed in key areas

-  50 partners in the next 5 years 

The best SmartBox is produced, It doesn’t, becom. By simplicity, efficiency, the dependency created

by attention  to  final user needs. SmarterBox will  be copied but  will  never have a lower 

price, but a higher value for the same price.

FROM ”0” TO “100” CLIENTS IN LESS THAN 5 ACTIVITIES !!!

1. For more contracts ( 67 methods )

2. For higher conversion rate ( 55 methods )

3. For more sales to the same client ( 44 methods )

4. For higher values of customer sales ( 45 methods )

5. To reduce procurement costs, expenses and increase profit margins (50)
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PC Configuration

Monitor
SmarterBox Design

Operating System

Warranty
SmarterBox - Selfie

SmarterBox TouchSys
Mini PC  - SmarterBox + VPro 

processor Intel® CoreTM i3/i5/i7

1.40GHz, 4GB, 500GB, Intel® HD 

LED Tehnology, Samsung/LG

Full HD, Ratio 16:9, 1920x1080

HDMI, Contrast 2000:1, RT 8 ms 

Ergonomic, Elegant, Slim Design

Intuitive, Easy to install, Stable; 

Windows 8.1 / XP / Windows 7 / Linux

24 months PC-BOX & Monitor, 

12 months other components

50.000.000 touch - Dual Touch

Precision : 4mm; Response : 10ms; 

Logitech Camera C 920 PRO

Full HD, 360

Integrated audio System 
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42”

COMPLETELY 
CUSTOMIZABLE 

DEVICENew!

COMPLETELY 
CUSTOMIZABLE 

DEVICENew!
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SmarterCard

There are currently over 5 million loyalty cards and their annual rate 

increases by 50%.

We have developed a loyalty system that attempt to replace traditional 

card IDs with QR card data generators. 

Our applications read plastic cards or QR codes directly from smartphones

and also verify the validity and record activities in an online platform, links

and data transfer being made in real time.

1D or 2D code reader is now replaced by a smartphone connected to a 

server that scans and records information from QR codes. 
This technology works also offline, the information being recorded in

smartphone and later, with the resumption of Server connection the data 

transfer is done.

SmarterCard is successfully used for:

- Events & ExhibitionsAccess control 

 - Vouchers & Discount cuponsLoyalty programs

- Logistics campaigns, hospitals and merchantsTracking & Validation 

 - Warehouses and large merchantsInventory & Organization
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SmarterCard

Promotions:
Follow the SmarterCard service info’s 

to be updated with news and promotions!

Gifts:
Only with

SmarterCard 

you can receive

gifts from partners 

every day!

Discounts:

SmarterCard - No 1
in price reduction 

Take the SmarterCard from your town !
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SmarterBoard

Application for development and sales growth. 

We call this service SmarterBoard - NEW GENERATION OF STORES. 

Products are displayed on the to virtual shelves with a QR code corresponding 

each product and then  in outdoor or indoor and placedprinted on a large banner

in crowded areas. 

By using this service you can place the products in magazines, brochures, labels stuck

on pizza boxes and so on.

Replacing traditional stores with this new way of trade will lead to an increase in 

smartphone users due to the large difference between the purchase prices of products

and services. As we know, the final price of the products are found in costs such as 

commercial rent, employment, stocks of goods, utilities, logistics, etc.

 eliminate such costs and makes it SmarterBoard - NEW GENERATION OF STORES

possible acquisition of goods or services at costs up to 40% less!
HOW  I ORDER ?
3 PAYMENT WAYS

     CASH ON

 DELIVERY
ORDER BY SCANNING

ORDER ONLINE

ORDER BY TELEPHONE
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SmarterBoard

Details, Images, Description
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SmarterChef

Be one of the preferred food maker !

Offer food gift certificates,

Become part of our  list ! food lovers newsletter

Affiliate program
SmarterChef affiliate program is free and enables members to earn revenue by placing one or more links

on their website to SmarterChef website or products in the SmarterChef store. All sales made to customers 

who have clicked on those links will generate affiliate commissions / coupons / discounts.

Youtube Food dedicated video channel

Bring your  on SmarterChef !SPECIAL OFFERS

FOOD NEWSLETTERS

Partner with us and  be ready to deliver !

Pinterest

ISSUU Catalogue

Facebook

Virtual Food Expo Shop

DigitaleAntworden & You on SocialMedia
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SmarterChef

Details, Images, Description

Appetizers

Soups

Meat

Pizza

Pasta

Salad

Dessert

Beverage
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